
Year 6

Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Summer  Term

Quality text

Journey to the Centre of the Earth- 

Jules Verne (fantasy, literary 

heritage)                                                                         

The 21 Balloons- William Pene du 

Bois (fantasy)

Northern Lights- Phillip Pullman 

(builds on knowledge of authors 

from Y5)

The Boy at the Back of the 

Class- Onjali Q. Rauf 

(curriculum link-PSHE)

Non-fiction text

DK Volcanoes                                             

DK Pompeii (links back to KS2 

formulaic non-fiction)

Nature's Winter Magic(links back to 

fiction/non-fiction stylistic crossover 

in Y4)

Incredible Journeys- Levison 

Wood 

Fiction Main Outcome
Classic Story- An Encounter at 'Sea' 

(Pathetic Fallacy)

Adventure story based on a main 

character 
Diary Recount

Fiction Short Outcome

Introduction written in a classic 

style                                                              

Interview script between reporter 

and Professor Sherman

Demon description                                                      

Setting description                                          
Blitz description

Prologue for Goodnight 

Mister Tom

Fiction Grammar 

Focus 

Subjunctive, passive voice, relative 

clauses, dialogue punctuation, 

semicolons, colons

Noun phrases; apostrophes for 

contraction; adverbial phrases; shifts 

of formality in speech, synonyms and 

antonyms

Present perfect; dashes; 

question tags

Fiction Composition 

Focus

Consider how authors have 

developed characters and settings 

based on reading; describe 

settings, characters and 

atmosphere; intergrate dialoge to 

conver character and advance the 

action; precising longer passages; 

distingush between the langaue of 

speech and writing and choose the 

appropriate register

Consider how authors have 

developed characters and settings 

based on reading; describe settings, 

characters and atmosphere; 

intergrate dialoge to conver 

character and advance the action; 

precising longer passages; distingush 

between the langaue of speech and 

writing and choose the appropriate 

register

Precising longer passages; 

consider how authors have 

developed settings based on 

reading; distingush between 

the langaue of speech and 

writing and choose the 

appropriate register

Non-Fiction Main 

Outcome

Newspaper report on Krakatoa 

(builds on newspaper reports from 

Y5)

Explanation text of Aurora Borealis 

(builds on explanations in Y5)
Letter writing 

Biography - Anne Frank/Michel Rosen (Builds on biography in 

Y2)

Spring Term

Goodnight Mr Tom - Michelle Magorian (literary heritage)

Missing- Michel Rosen                                                                                             

Sad Book - Michel Rosen (builds on biography work in Y5)

Flashback Story based on WW2 (builds on flashbacks in Y5)

Passive voice; Present perfect 

Consider how authors have developed characters and settings 

based on reading; describe settings, characters and 

atmosphere; intergrate dialoge to conver character and 

advance the action; precising longer passages



Non-Fiction Outcome

Recount of an eyewitness                 

Letter from Professor William 

Sherman requesting help

Travel Blog (Husky Sledding)                                                 

Non-chronological report on Norway

Evaluative summary of the life of 

a signficant person
Short Autobiography

Non-Fiction Grammar 

Focus 

adverbial phrase; brackets for 

parenthesis; passive voice; direct 

and reported speech; headings, 

sub-headings and columns; 

Cohesive devices; bullet points; 

tables to present information; 

colons; brackets

Present perfect; dashes; 

question tags

Non- Fiction 

Composition Focus

Poetry Classic Poetry Autumn Term Texts Poetry with Imagery Spring Term Texts Summer Term Texts

Poetry composition 

focus 

Peform own compostions using 

appropriate intonation, volume 

and movement; propose changes 

to vocabulary, grammar and 

punctuation to enhance effects; 

select appropriiate grammar and 

vocabulary, understanding how 

much choices can change and 

enhance meaning; sleect 

appropraute form and use other 

similar writing as models. 

          The Owl and The Pussycat - 

Edward Lear                                                                                 

From A Railway Carriage - Robert 

Louis Stevenson                                       

Macavity The Mystery Cat - T.S Eliot 

(builds on Y2 Classic Poetry)

Peform own compostions using 

appropriate intonation, volume 

and movement; propose 

changes to vocabulary, grammar 

and punctuation to enhance 

effects; select appropriiate 

grammar and vocabulary, 

understanding how much 

choices can change and enhance 

meaning; sleect appropraute 

form and use other similar 

writing as models. 

Poems From The Second 

World War - selected by 

Gaby Morgan (in partnership 

with IWM)

The Day The War Came - 

Nicole Davies

Ellipsis; Dashes for Parenthesis

Research ideas where necessary; use further organisation and presentational devices to structure text and to guide the reader

Across all writing 

Identify audience and purpose; noting and developing initial ideas; select appropirate grammar and vocabulary; cohesive devices within and across paragraphs; assess effective of own 

writing; propeose changes to vocabulary grammar and punctatuoion; ensure consistent and correct use of tense; ensure correct subject, very agreement; proof read for spelling and 


